Floor Solutions
Stonhard Provides a High-Performance, Food-Safe Flooring Solution
for a Meat Production Company with a Long Family Tradition
Embutidos Artesanos J.Vilà, S.L. upholds tradition while
upgrading their facility with modern technology and the
best in hygienic, seamless floors from Stonhard.

PRODUCTS USED:
Stonclad® UR • Stonkote® HT4 • Texture 3 • Stonshield® SLT

Family Tradition Combined with Continuous Improvement
Embutidos Artesanos J.Vilà, S.L. was founded in 1984, following the
family tradition of butchering. Embutidos Artesanos is a leader in
the meat industry of Northern Catalonia, Spain. The company is run
by the original family along with a group of professional butchers
who have extensive experience and training with the goal of maintaining the “Artisan” way of processing.

Stonhard Solutions
The 43,000 sq. ft. factory required specific flooring solutions for
several different areas throughout the facility. For processing and
cold rooms, Stonhard recommended Stonclad UR, a polyurethane
mortar system designed for rapid installation. Stonclad UR is HACCP certified, thermal shock and cycling resistant, chemical resistant,
and slip resistant, to name a few of its benefits for food plants.

The recently expanded Embutidos Artesanos plant is equipped with
modern technology which ensures that proper hygienic methods are
maintained throughout the entire production process. This starts
with the processing of raw material, which then passes through the
cold rooms, production rooms, drying rooms, or cooking areas until it
reaches the end of the production line. The company is continuously
researching ways to improve products, always keeping their customers in mind. When it came to updating their facility, the company’s
research efforts lead them to Stonhard for the best in hygienic,
high-performance floors.

Embutidos Artesanos also desired floors for the staff locker room
and cafeteria that would be easy to clean for both hygienic and aesthetic reasons. Having experienced significant issues with acrylic
floors, Stonhard’s Stonshield SLT would be a major improvement to
their facility. This textured, decorative epoxy system is durable, slip
resistant, and long lasting while offering ease of cleaning and maintenance, keeping these areas both spotless and attractive day after
day, year after year.

The Stonhard Difference
Stonhard is the unprecedented world leader in manufacturing
and installing high-performance polymer floor, wall and lining
systems. Stonhard maintains 300 Territory Managers and 175
application crews worldwide who will work with you on design
specification, project management, final walk through and
service after the sale. Stonhard’s single-source warranty covers both products and installation.

17,760 sq. ft. Stonhard flooring system
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